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Abstract

This study presents a new model to predict the static formation temperature at
multiple oil fields using multiple machine learning algorithms. Results are
compared with the real obtained temperatures from two wells. The model
developed in this study uses Python and Matlab to predict static formation
temperature according to several machine learning algorithms including artificial
neural networks, fuzzy logic, k-nearest neighbors, and random forest algorithms.
Also, we used well-known analytical methods called line-source-Horner and
spherical radial heat-flow (SRF). The following are the key findings: Using
well-known analytical methods, we estimated formation hole temperatures, our
results demonstrated that The Horner approach overestimates the static
temperature of the formation., but the SRF method gives more accurate
temperatures. Using Python and MATLAB programming languages, based on
machine learning models, we developed a novel model for forecasting static
formation temperature., examined the modeling data and outcomes, and found
that Random Forest (RF), Fuzzy logic (FL), and K-nearest neighbors (KNN)
outperformed Artificial Neural Network (ANN). Therefore, the performance of
the proposed model for estimating the static well temperature achieved an error
percentage of AAPE 0.003% and R2 is 0.99%. The findings generated by the
unique new model computation and the measured test data are substantially
matched when compared to computed data and observed temperature data. The
novelty of this newly developed AI model is that it will serve as a practical and
inexpensive tool for SFT determination in geothermal and petroleum wells.

Keywords: Static Formation temperature; Artificial Intelligence; Predicting the
static formation temperature at multiple oil fields; Honor Method; SRF Method;

Introduction

Machine learning has become one of the most important digital transformations

and important topics that an academically educated person needs, whether he is a

doctor, an engineer, or a manager, whether in the theoretical or academic aspects.

Therefore, there is an unprecedented demand for machine learning, which in turn

teaches man what he does not know. With this approach, artificial intelligence has

succeeded in serving humanity. Experimentation and operationalization are the two

phases of machine learning in general. ML experimentation encompasses activities

such as data preparation, algorithm selection, and model validation verification.

The process of installing models and the subsequent consumption and monitoring

of resilient, efficient, and measurable services is referred to as machine learning

operationalization. Almost every business meeting or technical conference revolves
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around these subjects. For instance, in recent years, the number of ML articles in

the business has sharply increased at an exponential rate (Gressling et al. 2020).

Based on data from Microsoft academic graphs, the next two sections illustrate

the trends in the publication of AI journals, conference papers, and patents and

their associated citations that offer a signal for the research and development (R

RD) effect. MAG3 is a knowledge graph with about 225 million publications in it

till the end of November 2019. Overall, there will be 5.4 times as many AI journal

papers in 2020 as there were in 2000 as shown in Figure 1a. The number of AI

journal papers climbed by 34.5 percent in 2020 compared to 2019 substantially

bigger percentage rise than the previous two years (19.6 percent). Similarly, the

global share of AI journal papers has increased by 0.4 percentage points in 2020,

compared to an average of 0.03 percentage points during the previous five years

(Fig.1b) (Zhang et al. 2021).

Machine Learning is a kind of artificial intelligence that allows computers to learn

and improve themselves based on their experiences without having to be explic-

itly programmed or interact with humans. Its main purpose in basic is to teach

computers to automatically learn from their experiences (Techsparks et al. 2021).

Machine Learning techniques are divided into several groups. These include super-

vised learning, in which, the computer receives input and output as well as feedback

during the training. The accuracy of the computer’s predictions during training is

also examined. This training’s primary purpose is to teach computers how to map

the input to output. In unsupervised Learning, when no such training is supplied,

computers are left to locate the output on their own. Transactional data is the most

common type of data for which unsupervised learning is used. It’s utilized for more

difficult activities. To arrive at some conclusions, it employs a different method of

iteration known as deep learning. Reinforcement Learning also is a type of learn-

ing that incorporates three elements: the agent, the environment, and the action.

An agent senses its environment, while an environment is the one with which the

agent interacts and acts in that environment. The last one is called reinforcement

learning’s main purpose is to identify the best possible policy (Techsparks el at.

2021).

Marshall et al. (1982) investigates a computer model for calculating temperature

distributions in a wellbore and the model was built on the assumption of study

state wellbore heat transfer (Marshall and Bentsen 1982).

By inverting borehole temperature, Deming and Chapman (1988) computed the

SFT. The formation temperature estimation (FTE) technique is used in this inves-

tigation. The model also forecasts the mud temperature at which the cycle comes

to a halt, as well as the thermal incursion distance into the formation and the for-

mation’s thermal conductivity. The model, however, requires the use of information

lithology. Researchers built it and tested it just for a single well in standard condi-

tions. Furthermore, the model’s results do not consider the impact of drilling fluid

parameters (Deming and Chapman 1988).

Garcia et al. (1998) built a heat analyzer that calculates the temperature dis-

tribution in the drill pipe and annulus while cycling the fluid. The simulator uses

geometry, fluid and flow properties, and the initial formation temperature as in-

puts. Nevertheless, using this approach necessitates the source code and is time-

consuming based on numerical outputs.
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G.Espinosa et al. (2003) estimated static formation temperatures in geothermal

wells. The Horner and spherical radial flow (SRF) methods were used to esti-

mate stabilized formation temperatures at various depths in 40 wells from the Los

Humeros geothermal area in Mexico. The results revealed that the Horner technique

overestimates formation temperatures, whereas the SRF method produces temper-

atures that are closer to genuine formation temperatures. A numerical simulation

of a combined circulation and shut-in period in multiple wells backed up this claim

by Espinosa-Paredes and Garcia-Gutierrez (2003).

Andaverde, et al. (2005) used the Horner or line-source technique, the spherical

and radial heat-flow method, and the cylindrical heat-source method for estimat-

ing static formation temperatures. Ordinary least-squares linear regression model

statistical tests were used to assess the true relationship between bottom hole tem-

perature and the time functions of the approaches (Andaverde, Verma, and Santoyo

2005).

In another study, for assessment of SFT in geothermal wells, a new technique

termed a convolutional neural network (ANN) was provided by Bassam, et al.

(2010). The ANN model was effectively trained by using the BHCT, shut-in time,

and temperature variations. Despite its great accuracy (¿ 95 percent), the algorithm

was unable to measure BHCT. Like the preceding one, this method differs in the

drilling fluid variables (Bassam et al. 2010).

Feng, et al. (2011) examined the temperature prediction in deep vertical oil and

gas wells. Different analytical approaches were presented in the paper. The sug-

gested approaches used finite difference discretization to estimate the flowing drill

pipe and annulus temperatures in a steady state. However, these algorithms were

only evaluated in off-shore wells and not in geothermal wells, which have greater

temperature differences than conventional oil and gas wells (Feng, et al. 2011).

Hirish et al. (2010) used a GTEMP scenario to calculate the formation and bit

temperatures values, considering mud in and out temperatures. The research was

carried out in two scenarios: one involving the cooling tower effect and the other not.

The Horner plot approach was used to determine formation temperatures for five

separate wells, which were then compared to reservoir temperature measurements.

For Case 1, estimates ranged from 3.6 to 25.2 percent, while in Case 2, estimates

ranged from 1.5 to 24.5 % (Hirsh et al. 2010).

In a study by Priyangga et al. (2017) a wellbore trajectory and temperature

profiling program were built in C++ programming language by using a numerical

approach for temperature estimation in drilling operations. Drilling factors like mud

characteristics, wellbore stability, and bottom-hole assembly design are all affected

by temperature. Temperature profiling in wellbores with complex trajectory, many

tubular strings and formations, non-constant fluid characteristics, and Herschel-

Buckley (YPL) rheology is possible using a numerical approach rather than an

analytical solution (Priyangga et al. 2017).

More recently, the study by Aslanoglu et al. (2019) proposed an artificial intelli-

gence method for predicting SFT on a real-time basis using drilling mud parameters

such as mud weight, rheological properties, inflow and outflow temperatures, in ad-

dition to circulation time. Furthermore, this paper anticipates SFT with high accu-

racy using AI methodologies, but only if drilling fluid data are provided (Aslanoglu

et al. 2019).
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Tut Haklidir et al., (2019) used an artificial intelligence methodology to assess

their proposed AI model’s prediction performance, they employed two common re-

gression techniques: linear regression and linear support vector machine. The study’s

goal is to find the algorithm with the smallest root-mean-square and mean absolute

errors. According to the results, the deep neural network (DNN) technique produced

the fewest errors. For reservoir temperature, the DNN model generated the most

accurate results that were close to geothermometer estimations. Compared to typ-

ical machine learning techniques, their AI model performed the best in prediction.

(Tut Haklidir and Haklidir 2020).

To overcome this obstacle, a novel geothermometric technique based on the link

between temperature and resistivity was presented by Maryadi et al. (2021). The

subsurface heat state in a different geological and geographical area was rebuilt

to improve the method’s reliability. Using a back-propagation neural network and

resistivity calculated by high-resolution audio-magnetotelluric soundings, the tem-

perature up to a depth beneath the surface may be estimated. The temperature

profiles generated by the neural network matched those recorded from surrounding

boreholes, offering a satisfactory assessment of the model’s performance (Maryadi

and Mizunaga 2021).

By eliminating assumptions, Wardoyo et al. (2021) had a study aimed to establish

new approaches for optimizing and estimating geothermal production. Artificial

intelligence (AI) is an alternate way to predict reservoir productions with high

degrees of uncertainty and optimize production. The AI model was built using

production measurement data (Wardoyo et al. 2021).

It was discovered that certain research demands formation temperature for static

and bottom hole temperature predictions, whereas others want the opposite. Some

models also employ well depth or formation temperature gradient features to make

accurate predictions. Models that employ the same characteristic as the proposed

model are not as accurate as the suggested model. This study offers a novel machine

learning approach that can predict the SFT with greater than 98 % accuracy by

using time, BHT, mud inlet, and outlet temperatures variables as inputs variables

and SFT as output.

Methodology

The research workflow of machine learning techniques employed in this study is

described in this section. The first subsection describes the research’s overall pro-

cedure. Also includes information on how the dataset was created, preprocessed,

trained, and tested. The full method utilized to develop the machine learning mod-

els in this study is depicted in a diagram (Fig. 2). This is an example of a model

that accepts inputs and outputs static formation temperature build model sages

which are used in building our research model starting from collecting and analyz-

ing data then go through body works including splitting data to the last stage to

get evaluated and correlated model.

Data preprocessing and preparation

The data sets for this study were gathered from recently published literature and

are authentic geothermal well data sets. During the drilling process measurements
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(MWD) are provided with temperature data from the bottom of the hole in each

connection. temperature logs acquired after drilling and completion of the wells

provided SFT data. Because all of these data were collected at different depth

intervals, interpolation linear was used on all of the characteristics to correspond

with the depth index. After insertions, one well-1 had a total of 216 points of data

available. The temperature distribution data plots for each well were created, using

379 lines of data for well-2. Because extrapolation can lead to erroneous findings, the

trained models are only valid within the period defined in the table. Seventy percent

of the data from the dataset are utilized to train the models, while the remaining

thirty percent are used to assess and validate model accuracy and analyze errors.

These data parameters were checked all the statistical trends as mentioned in the

table so will use time, BHT, mud inlet mud outlet temperatures as inputs, and static

formation temperature as the target output. To improve the model prediction must

clean data from missing points then remove outliers, carry out inputs parameter

selection by using coefficient correlations shown in (Table 1), the min, max, mean,

median ...etc. 2 wells values of the selected dataset’s variables listed in the table

indicates that the forecast of inputs and output will match the desired target result

after testing them.

Analytical methods

Two analytical methods can be estimated formation temperature are known

Line-source horner-method (HM)

The most often used technique for estimating BHT is a line source solution so was

used the below equation:

Tws = Ti −mlog
tc +∆t

∆t
(1)

Where Tws = Bottom temperature of the well, Ti = Represent formation tem-

perature (SFT), tc = The time it takes for the cycle to complete before it is turned

off, ∆t= The time that has passed since the cycle has ceased.

Spherical and radial heat-flow (SRF)

To calculate SFT by (SRF) method was used the below equation

Tws = Ti −m
1

√

∆t
(2)

Where Tws = Bottom temperature of the well, Ti = SFT, (tc+∆t)/∆t) is called

dimensionless horner time (DHT), m = the slope of this line, ∆t = the times that

have elapsed since the cycle stopped.

Table 2 lists both HM SRF results that were used to calculate SFTs for both

wells. The table shows as a part of a long table of calculations of measured and

calculated results.
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Artificial intelligence models

Four famous AI techniques are used in this study to estimate static formation

temperature.

Random forest model

The random forest algorithm, which succeeds in classification and regression is-

sues, is applied to predict SFT for two wells as a function of different inputs pa-

rameters. The ultimate prediction result is derived by the mean value of all the

outcomes of several independent decision trees in this approach, which is based on

the decision tree regression. Finally, the average of all outputs from each tree is

used to get the prediction result. The number of decision trees (n) and the number

of features called (mtry) picked at each split are two important factors to consider

when evaluating the algorithm’s performance. As a result, determining the ideal n

and mtry is critical.

K-nearest neighbors model

This algorithm is one of the most widely used algorithms in several fields such as

medicine, engineering, science .... etc. It was also used in calculating the viscosity

of oil and others. Therefore, it is considered one of the algorithms with an easy

methodology as it solves problems quickly. In this study, this model was used to

calculate the static temperature of wells, the results of which will be discussed in

the next section.

Artificial neural network model

For two geothermal wells, ANN techniques incorporated into python software are

utilized to construct an ANN prediction model of the well’s static formation tem-

perature. A total of 595 data points from a geothermal well were previously used

to create an ANN prediction model, and the same data points are used for train-

ing, testing, and validation in this study. The dataset is split into two parts, with

70% of the data used for training, 30% for testing. Then, following the training

and testing procedure, the ANN was created based on the datasets gathered and

the best performance gained from numerous trials and mistakes. The optimal ANN

structure was then put through a series of statistical tests to assess and confirm its

performance. The optimal structure for an ANN will be determined by statistical

analysis of its error in training, testing, and validation, followed by the simplest

structure. The root square R2 and mean absolute percentage error were the statis-

tical analyses employed in this investigation (AAPE) (Baouche and Nabawy et al.

2021).

Fuzzy logic model

A total of 595 data points were utilized to train the fuzzy logic approach in Matlab

software for each cluster, a diagnostic fuzzy logic model is created. which were cho-

sen from two wells. The resultant model was verified and validated using data sets

from an additional one well. As a result, we were able to use fuzzy logic to estimate

well static formation temperature values of uncored intervals in the same well and

other uncored wells in the field, to match permeability as a function of depth as

a continuous profile across all of the wells studied. Discrimination analysis is per-

formed on the training data to identify the primary rules that link the various well
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log responses to the most appropriate data cluster. The specified criteria were then

used to identify the various clusters in the uncored interval of the examined well,

and a fuzzy logic model was used to estimate resistivity values for each identified

cluster based on the clustered borehole-log response (Baouche and Nabawy et al.

2021).

Algorithms selected best parameters

The key element of the process is training four different machine algorithms. We

used hyperparameter search in each procedure to ensure that the final model has a

collection of parameters that maximizes the deviation set score out of all conceivable

hyperparameter combinations. We deployed the model in the test set and received

the test score after adjusting it and achieving the best one. Table 3 summarizes

the best hyperparameter that yields the best result for all models used, assisting

us in obtaining the best result after adjusting each feature for each algorithm, also

showing that each model has different features that can play on them to get the

best result.

Results and discussion

The study produced a novel model by combining four artificial intelligence algo-

rithms and two analytical methods to predict the static well temperature at mul-

tiple oil fields. The datasets were obtained from Bassam et al (2010)’s published

study, which included two geothermal wells. Mathematical Results.Two well-known

mathematical methods were applied to estimate static formation temperature. Cal-

culations were made by using equations 1 and 2 mentioned above where Tws =

bottom temperature of the well, Ti = Represent formation temperature (SFT), tc

= The time it takes for the cycle to complete before it is turned off.t = The time that

has passed since the cycle has ceased and m = the slope of this line.Figure 3 depicts

the results obtained from the proposed analytical methods, HM and SRF.Figures

3a,3b show HM actual and predicted data performance of well-1 and well-2 where as

(Fig. 3c,3d) indicted SRF actual and predicted data performance of well-1 and well-

2. Both are drawn and prove that the SFT method is valid with high performance

better than HM, however, both are used the same inputs thus their estimation

gives high accuracy solution with a little bit of reference difference, besides that

they appear so small error performance. SRF method results in both well-1 and

well-2 showed almost R2 is 99% while HM method results from 98% and 99% for

well-1 well-2 respectively. As a result error performance is ±1% for well-2 and

±2% for well-2 which demonstrate these analytical methods with high validation

performance for estimation SFT in oil and geothermal wells.

Random Forest and Fuzzy logic models Results

RF and FL models are applied to estimate SFT where BHT, mud inlet, and outlet

temperature parameters are used as input variables, and SFT is used as an output

variable. Various RF and FL hyperparameters were tested to determine which had

the highest and best prediction rate accuracy. Figures 4a,4b shows RFFL mod-

els training and test results of the obtained well-1 well-2 actual and measured

dataset where training model plots showed a high accuracy than testing plots. Ta-

ble 4 showed the error rate was calculated for each model. Two types of statistical
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measures were analyzed with more popular parameters, namely the coefficient of

determination R2 and mean absolute percentage error (AAPE). These parameters

are introduced to evaluate the performance of the training and testing stages. A

well-1 super high performance indicated from FLRF models which from R square

value 99% they are identical for training and testing whereas AAPE is 1.4%, 0.004%,

2%, and 1.3% respectively, while well-2 had the same R square value 99% for both

models but in different error values which AAPE for training and testing are 1.3%

0.6%,0.003%,0.7%, and 0.006% respectively.

K-nearest neighbor’s and Artificial neural network models Results

SFT is estimated using KNN and ANN models, with BHT, mud inlet, and outlet

temperature parameters serving as input variables and SFT serving as an out-

put variable Various KNN and ANN hyperparameters were evaluated to determine

which had the highest and best prediction rate accuracy. Figures 5a,5b show the

training and testing results of the KNN and ANN models on the obtained well-1

and well-2 actual and measured datasets, with training model plots outperforming

testing plots in terms of accuracy. Table 4 showed the error rate was calculated for

each model. Two types of statistical measures were analyzed with more popular pa-

rameters, namely the coefficient of determination R2 and mean absolute percentage

error (AAPE). These parameters are introduced to evaluate the performance of the

training and testing stages. A well-1 a high performance indicated from KNN and

ANN models which from R square value R2 99%,98%,95.5%, and 95% for training

and testing respectively, whereas AAPE is 0.10%, 0.017%, 4.4%, and 4.7% respec-

tively, while well-2 had R square value R2 99%,99%,98%, and 97% for training and

testing respectively, whereas AAPE is 0.006%, 0.01%, 0.041%, and 0.046% respec-

tively.ANN results support that the ANN model is a more complex algorithm than

others so it’s normal to get lower accuracy. The high performance of both wells

demonstrates that building four unique AI methods can be valid for estimating any

static’s formation temperature at any petroleum geothermal field without taking

into consideration collected data accuracy. The prediction of static temperature in

geothermal or oil needles can be predicted only by obtaining data for one of the

wells in this solution and this will lead to reducing the cost and time that coun-

tries and companies lose in the expense of obtaining such information, and this is

what has been proven that artificial intelligence algorithms came to solve difficult

problems that have not been resolved for a long time.

Conclusions

Using numerous machine learning methods, this work proposes a new unique model

for predicting the formation’s static temperature in multiple oil fields. The results

are compared to temperatures obtained from two geothermal wells. The model

built in this study employs Python and Matlab to forecast formation hole temper-

ature using a variety of machines and deep learning methods such as artificial neu-

ral networks, fuzzy logic, k-nearest neighbors, and random forest algorithms. We

also employed the line-source-Horner (HM) and Spherical radial heat-flow tech-

niques(SRF), which are well-known analytical approaches . The following are the

most important findings:
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• We evaluated formation hole temperatures using well-known analytical ap-

proaches, and our findings approved that the Horner method understates tempera-

tures, whereas the SRF method provides more accurate temperatures performance.

• When compared to the measured data and observed temperature data, the

findings provided by the unique new model computation and the actual test data

are substantially matched.

• The peculiarity of this newly built AI model is that it may be used to determine

formation’s static temperature in geothermal and petroleum wells in a realistic and

low-cost manner.

• It turns out that algorithms that are built on several trees such as RF, KNN

have better accuracy than complex algorithms,such as, ANN.

• The proposed model had an error percentage of AAPE 0.003 % and R2 is 0.99

% for estimating the static formation well temperature.
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Figure 3 Analytical methods performance for well-1 well-2

Figure 4 (a)-(b):Actual data VS predicted data cross plot for well-1 well-2 training and testing of
RF and FL models
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KNN and ANN models
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